GET SET!
1. While the tray is still upside down, place the blocks into the ice tray with the open side of the blocks facing up. (The last one in each row has to be squeezed in.)
2. Put the large ice block into the tray also, any place you’d like. Turn the tray rightside up. Place the base of the polar bear into the hole on the large ice block.

GO!
Take a mallet (share them if more than two of you play) and tap out a block of ice. You must continue with that same block until it falls through the tray, even if other blocks fall through before it or with it.

Take turns and use a little strategy because if the polar bear falls through the ice on your turn, you’re out of the game. When that happens, set up the blocks for another round and start again.

YOU WIN!
If you are the last player left, after all the others have made the polar bear fall through the ice, you win the game!
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